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ABSTRACT

Low delay perceptual audio coding has recently gained wide ac-
ceptance for high quality communication. While common schemes
are based on the well-known Modified Discrete Cosine Transform
(MDCT) filterbank, this paper describes novel coding algorithms
that, for the first time, make use of dedicated low delay filter-
banks, thus achieving improved coding efficiency while maintain-
ing or even reducing the low codec delay. The MPEG-4 Enhanced
Low Delay AAC (AAC-ELD) coder currently under development
within ISO/MPEG combines a traditional perceptual audio coding
scheme with spectral band replication (SBR), both running in a
delay-optimized fashion by using low delay filterbanks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen the evolution of traditional communica-
tion into a system of most diverse channels, no longer restricted to
mere speech transmission. Growing requirements regarding com-
pression efficiency and quality call for continuing enhancements
of existing technologies. Quality criteria of modern communi-
cation include full audio bandwidth, excellent subjective quality
and low latency. Potential comunication scenarios are multi-user
Voice-over-IP connections, video-conferencing and wireless inter-
com systems, all requiring an efficient low delay perceptual audio
coder.

A promising technique for such coders is the low delay fil-
terbank framework, presented in [1]. However, current state-of-
the-art low delay perceptual audio codecs, such as MPEG-4 Low
Delay Advanced Audio Coding (AAC-LD) [2], utilize traditional
orthogonal filterbanks (e.g. MDCT). This paper shows how dedi-
cated low delay filterbanks can be applied to enhance a combina-
tion of AAC-LD and Spectral Band Replication (SBR) as known
from MPEG-4 High Efficiency AAC [2]. The resulting codec
shows a higher coding efficiency while maintaining the low delay
required for real-time two-way communication. To this end, both
the MDCT filterbank in the AAC-LD core codec and the QMF
filterbank in the SBR stage are replaced by low delay filterbanks.

2. STATE OF THE ART

2.1. Low Delay Filterbanks

The purpose of low delay filterbanks is to reduce their reconstruc-
tion delay independently of the filter length while still maintain-
ing the perfect reconstruction property. This cannot be achieved
with traditional filterbanks, like the TDAC filterbanks [3] such as
the MDCT. These so-called para-unitary or orthogonal filterbanks
employ symmetric window functions and thus have a system delay
identical to the window length minus one.

Some of the first low delay filterbanks were described in [4, 5]
in the context of a generalized system delay, i.e. the system delay
is no longer connected to the filter length. [4] described a direct de-
sign method via a numerical optimization. This approach did not
guarantee perfect reconstruction and offered no simple way to ob-
tain a fast implementation. [5] describes an optimization method
for cosine modulated filter banks. While this leads to a consid-
erably more efficient implementation, perfect reconstruction still
was not a feature.

The design method used in this paper was first described in
[6, 7], and later in [1, 8] combining the desired properties. The re-
sulting filterbanks have the same cosine modulation function as the
traditional MDCT, but can have longer window functions which
can be non-symmetric, with a generalized or low reconstruction
delay.

2.1.1. Mathematical Description

Although the design method allows extensions of the MDCT in
both directions, only an extension of E blocks to the past is applied
here, where each block comprises M samples.

Analysis: The frequency coefficient X of band k and block i
inside an M -channel filterbank is defined as
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for 0 ≤ k < M , where n is a sample index and pA is an analysis
window function.

Synthesis: The demodulated vector z is defined as

zi,n = − 1
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for 0 ≤ n < M(2+E) and pS is a synthesis window compatible
with pA.

Overlap Add: The reconstructed signal x̂ can be obtained by

x̂i,n =

0X
j=−(E+1)

zi+j,n−j·M (3)
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Figure 1: Sources of delay in the encoder/decoder process of AAC-LD in combination with SBR

2.2. MPEG-4 Low Delay AAC and High-Efficiency AAC

MPEG-4 Low Delay AAC (AAC-LD) is the low delay variant of
the Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) codec standardized within
MPEG-4 [2]. It shares the general structure of AAC Low Com-
plexity (AAC-LC) [2][9], and is designed as a filterbank based
audio coder (see Figure 1). A time domain audio signal is trans-
formed into a spectral representation using an MDCT. The spectral
components are quantized according to the requirements of a psy-
choacoustic model before they are entropy coded and multiplexed
into a bitstream (‘Q & C’). For a more detailed description see
[10].

AAC-LD achieves an algorithmic delay of down to 20 ms by
utilizing a reduced transform size and omitting the block switching
mechanism with its associated look-ahead delay [10][11].

A further descendant of AAC-LC is High-Efficiency AAC (HE-
AAC) [2]. It additionally utilizes the Spectral Band Replication
(SBR) technique, which reconstructs higher frequency components
with the help of the low frequency base band signal and a very
compact parametric description of the high frequency band [12].
The low frequency base band of the signal is coded by a conven-
tional core coder. The high frequency band is derived by using a
Quadrature Mirror Filterbank (QMF).

Both AAC-LD and HE-AAC serve as a basis for the new En-
hanced Low Delay AAC (AAC-ELD) which will be described in
the next section.

3. ENHANCED LOW DELAY AAC

The Enhanced Low Delay AAC (AAC-ELD) aims at combining
the low delay feature of AAC-LD with the high coding efficiency
of HE-AAC by utilizing SBR in conjunction with AAC-LD. The
SBR decoder acts as a postprocessor which is applied after the
core decoder including a complete analysis and synthesis filter-
bank, thus adding further decoding delay, as illustrated in Figure
1. In addition, also the delay of the core coder is doubled by op-
erating it at half the original sampling rate (‘dual-rate’). In the
following, such delay sources are examined and their associated
delay is minimized.

3.1. Modified SBR Framing and HF-Generator

In order to avoid delay caused by different framing of the core
coder and the SBR module, the SBR framing is adapted to fit the
frame length of 480 or 512 samples of AAC-LD. Furthermore, the
variable time grid of the HF-generator, which implies 384 samples
of delay, is restricted regarding the spreading of SBR data over ad-
jacent AAC-LD frames. Thus, the only remaining source of delay
in the SBR module is the QMF filterbank.

Figure 2: Impulse response of low delay windows

3.2. Low Delay Filterbank in AAC-LD Core

For AAC-ELD, a substantial delay reduction is achieved by replac-
ing the MDCT/IMDCT by a low delay filterbank.

The new low delay filterbank, called LD-MDCT, with M =
480, reduces the filterbank delay from 959 samples (2M − 1) to
719 (2M − M

2
− 1) samples, due to the reduced overlap of 120

samples towards the future. At the same time the impulse response
is extented to the past by 960 samples (E = 2). Figure 2 shows
the new analysis and synthesis window functions and, for com-
parison, the traditional sine window. Note that the analysis win-
dow is simply a time-reversed replica of the synthesis window, i.e.
pA(n) = pS(4M − 1− n).

In the analysis window, the part that accesses future input val-
ues (and thus would cause delay) is reduced by 120 samples. Cor-
respondingly, in the synthesis window the overlap with future out-
put samples, which is needed in order to complete the overlap-add
operation, is reduced by another 120 samples, resulting in an over-
all delay reduction of 240 samples. The extended overlap does
not result in any additional delay, as it only involves adding values
from the past.

A comparison of the traditional AAC-LD windows and the
LD-MDCT window in [13] showed that a frequency response sim-
ilar to that of the AAC-LD sine window is achieved for the LD-
MDCT. As an additional option, the AAC-LD offers to switch
to a low-overlap window [10] in order to eliminate pre-echo arti-
facts for transients. Together with Temporal Noise Shaping (TNS),
the reduced overlap enables to avoid pre-echo artifacts better, i.e.
spreading of the quantization noise before the signal’s attack. The
new LD-MDCT window offers the same property, but provides a
better frequency response. Thus the low delay window replaces
both traditional AAC-LD windows, and a dynamic window shape
adaption is not necessary any more.
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In [13] the result of a listening test is presented showing that
replacing the MDCT by the LD-MDCT keeps the audio quality at
the same level. Furthermore, this test shows that adding SBR to
AAC-LD results in a significant improvement of the codec. The
next section presents additional enhancements over [13] .

3.3. Using a Complex Low Delay Filterbank for SBR

3.3.1. Description

In order to achieve a further reduction in delay, the QMF inside
the SBR decoder is replaced by a complex low delay filterbank
(CLDFB). This replacement is done in a compatible way by keep-
ing the number of bands (64), the length of the impulse response
(640) and by using a similar complex modulation. Figure 3 shows
a comparison of the CLDFB prototype filter with that of the origi-
nal SBR QMF prototype. Furthermore, it illustrates that the delay
of modulated filterbanks can be determined by analyzing the over-
lap delay introduced by the prototype filter in addition to the fram-
ing delay of the modulation core (i.e. a DCTIV of length M ). In the
analysis and the synthesis only the overlap to the right resp. left
side of the modulation core adds delay. It can be observed that the
synthesis prototype for the SBR QMF introduces an overlap delay
of 288 samples while the CLDFB synthesis prototype introduces
an overlap delay of only 32 samples. The same delay is introduced
at the analysis stage as well.

Similar to the LD-MDCT, the CLDFB is based on the princi-
ple decribed in Section 2.1. The low delay extension towards past
samples is E = 8. However, the delay reduction is achieved by
a shift of the modulation core only. In contrast to the LD-MDCT,
the impulse response of the MDCT core is not truncated.

The resulting overlap delay for M = 64 is 64 samples. The
framing delay of 63 samples is already covered by the AAC-LD
core coder in a complete coding scheme described in Figure 1.

For the standard SBR mode, the complex version is obtained
by simply adding a sine modulation to the given cosine one (see
Section 2.1.1). However, the SBR module can also run in the low-
power mode by using only the real valued part of the CLDFB.

3.3.2. Filterbank Evaluation

In order to show that this delay-optimized, non-symmetric filter-
bank approach does provide additional value compared to a clas-
sical filterbank with a symmetric prototype, the asymmetric proto-
type is compared with symmetric prototypes with the same delay
in the following. For the CLDFB with 64 bands the overall delay
is 127 samples (framing+overlap). A modulated filterbank with a
symmetric prototype and the same delay would therefore have a
prototype of length 128. For these filterbanks with 50% overlap
(such as the MDCT), sine or Kaiser-Bessel-Derived (KBD) win-
dows generally provide a good choice of prototypes. In Figure 4
the frequency response of the CLDFB prototype is compared to the
frequency response of alternative symmetric prototypes with the
same delay (sine window, KBD windows with α = 4 and α = 6).
This comparison clearly shows that a much better frequency re-
sponse can be achieved with the CLDFB having an unsymmetric
prototype.

3.3.3. Listening Test

For assessing the quality of AAC-ELD when replacing the QMF in
the SBR module by the CLDFB, a MUSHRA test [14] was carried

Figure 4: Frequency responses of different filterbank prototypes
with same filterbank delay of 127 samples

Figure 5: Results of MUSHRA test (8 listeners) CLDFB vs. QMF

out using the standard MPEG test set. The systems under test were:
• Original (hidden reference)
• 3.5 and 7 kHz anchors
• QMF-Complex: ELD with SBR (complex QMF)
• QMF-LowPower: ELD with low power SBR (real QMF)
• CLDFB-Complex: ELD with SBR (CLDFB)
• CLDFB-LowPower: ELD with low power SBR (CLDFB,

real part)
All ELD versions were coded at a bitrate of 40kbit/s with a sampl-
ing rate of 48/24 kHz. The test was taken by 8 experienced lis-
teners. Figure 5 shows the results of this listening test. It can be
concluded that the CLDFB keeps the audio quality of AAC-ELD at
the same level and does not introduce any degradation, neither for
the complex SBR mode nor for the low power SBR mode. Thus,
the delay-optimized CLDFB does not introduce any burden on the
audio quality. For the transient items one can even observe some
slight (but not statistically significant) improvement, especially for
si02 (castanets) and sm02 (glockenspiel).

4. DELAY SUMMARY

Table 1 provides an overview of the delay with the different modi-
fication stages assuming a frame length of 480 samples and a sam-
pling rate of 48 kHz.

It can be seen that the combination of the described delay re-
duction methods indeed results in a delay saving of 29 ms, i.e. an
overall algorithmic delay of 31 ms rather than 60 ms for the straight
forward combination of AAC-LD and SBR.
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Figure 3: Impulse response of synthesis prototypes, CLDFB vs. SBR QMF

Codec Delay Source delay delay
[samples] [ms]

AAC-LD MDCT/IMDCT/
+ SBR dual-rate 960 · 2 40

QMF 577 12
SBR-Overlap 384 8

2881 60
AAC-ELD LD-MDCT/LD-IMDCT/

dual-rate 720 · 2 30
CLDFB 64 1

SBR-Overlap 0 -
1504 31

Table 1: Delay values for modifications on AAC-ELD

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigates the utilization of low delay filterbanks for
low delay audio coding schemes. For the Enhanced Low Delay
AAC codec, which is based on a combination of MPEG-4 AAC-
LD and SBR, two variants of low delay filterbanks are used. By
replacing both the MDCT in the AAC core and the QMF in the
SBR module by low delay filterbanks, the overall delay is signifi-
cantly reduced, while maintaining the high audio quality.

The ongoing ISO/IEC MPEG standardization process of AAC-
ELD is expected to be finalized by the end of 2007.
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